Has the people’s republic already devalued the usd?
By Barry Murray

Understanding the “Golden Yuan”
A copyright 2013 web article that was censored by hacking

G

uess what, you short sighted “Big Nose” day-trading —as
measured in HFT nano moments— “China watchers” stirring
a hot stock pot soup for the Empire of Short Selling Gold. You
have been so totally had.
You paper trading tigers actually believe that Communist Party Hero
Karl Marx’s doctrine of an anti-Capitalist, “Gold is an evil curse,” was not
part of China’s “Great Leap Forward,” of a very stoic people where five year
plans were only measured in seconds, who somehow today have actually
come from way, way, behind, to slowly earn the world wide “Number One”
position in gold by making money the old-fashioned way of working hard
instead of just playing a computerized futures game?

But Then What Derivative Salesman Actually Has The Time To
Listen To Due Diligence History?
Know that from a ‘People of the Han’ viewpoint of the last 200 years, some
of the Chinese gold mined —but not mined out— in the Bureaucratic
Bankrupt Golden State of California, is finally sailing “home” in off-theradar wooden junks.
The oh so very clever Chinese totally understand it has been written
that a gold/silver backed currency since the days of King Solomon has
been the power that economically rules, creating the “American dream,”
or as Communist Party and military chief Xi Joining series of speeches
keeps referring to as the coming “China Dream!” And why not, in a world
struggling to feed 98 percent of the world’s population, champion a stable reserve currency not involved in the political destabilization failure of
the IMF and counter-productive commodities speculation of a European
“market basket” mix of pretty pieces of paper?
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These “New Chinese,” and other Asian investors, know that this power
has been following the natural spin of our planet Earth — where commodities as pumped, harvested, and mined, may to be the only true wealth
of a reality spread sheet.
This power of a physical gold and silver being on everyone’s babbling
tongue has migrated westward from the towers of Babylon, to Egypt, to
Greece, to Rome, to the Londinium of LME/LIBOR fame, and finally to a
“Cross of Gold America” America where FDR made the mistake of signing an emergency WWII Executive Order E-208, closing down away the
future momentum of gold mining in defense of protecting the economy of
these United States of America(?).
As in the Territory of Alaska —only defended by Alaskan natives and
gold prospectors— which was shortly thereafter was invaded by the Empire of Japan, which in reality may have actually been the first step across
the International Dateline where the Karma of Yin and Yang, and the the
Divine Rights of Kings, totally clashed.
The East may have finally won their deceptive Boxer Rebellion against
the arrogant invasion by Colonial Powers supporting opium powered drug
cartels. Which sadly — as I am somewhat known as a “horseback historian” who writes the truth as I see it from the saddle— included America’s
Captain Jink’s Horse Marines last U.S. Calvary ride to the rescue of a yet
another British Empire confrontation, before the machine guns of August
1914 altered the art of heroic charges forever.
Unless, that is, one considers the recent poetic charge of a a lightheaded bankers brigade, ignoring the credit default swap bugle calls to retreat
from the valley of death, by stampeding right over a fiscal cliff.

Who Then Is Still Listening To The Sexy Siren Songs Of ‘HongKonger Tong’ Schisms, Over Historical Fact?
Legitimate non-in-”Canadian-Intrests-43-101” American prospectors
have a saying, “Don’t bend your pick,” which has to do with defending your
reputation for assaying the truth about mining claims.
I, since the excitement of the Great Uranium Rush of ‘55 to Moab Utah,
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as 16 year old minor-miner, where I ironically was stiffed on my last summer employment paycheck by a Canadian mining corporation that even
then had a Hong Kong money flow through London. In my 60 years experience since that a full 60 percent of the “wool stocking” mining projects
I have personally been associated with somehow have fallen apart by “silk
stocking” money management that finds it easier to pretend through press
releases to actually mine mining investors instead of singing the seven
dwarfs song Hi Ho, Off To (physical) Work I Go.
I do not want to bend my pick bragging about being a “China Expert,”
as I only have 77 years experience cheering Flying Tiger John Wayne in a
“B” Republic Pictures film patting a WW2 Allied “Lucky China Boy” on
the head with a thumbs-up “Ding How”.
And a pride that Lieutenant General Claire Lee Chennault had taken
great pleasure in bombing a Hong Kong luxury British owned hotel in sort
of a payback to The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere occupation at
the time, for the Rape of Nanking.
Some of my “research” of Chennault vs: Tojo’s troops — who used a samurai sword to behead a great uncle U.S. Army Colonel on the Bataan Death
March — led to my Japanese gold tale of Code:YellowChrysanthemum, an
E-novel available online.
Continuing on with my credentials, speaking of famous Generals,
somehow The Oregon Kid who knew how to read a topographic map
ended up in London, with a one step above Top Secret clearance working
directly for Curtis LeMay in a U.S. Air Force photo intelligence unit that
knew ...sorry, that is still protected from Wikileaks publication. And I still
have nightmares over how very close we came to destroying our Planet.
The little bit I can share about “Mainland China” was lazing with MI6 over
their spy, code name “The Traveler,” whose contribution to “World Peace”
was sticking a Minnox spy cam out of a Chinese train, only producing
almost unusable images of the same scenes tourists today bore neighbors
and water-cooler friends with today.
A much better source of intelligence was a year spent shortly after The
Cultural Revolution at the University of Victoria, where thanks to gift of
a carbon steel wok from an American born “China Doll” that almost bePage 3

come a daughter-in-law, I was invited to play a professors game (he supplied the fresh ingredients) of a fun Asian iron chef contest with a gang of
five Peoples Republic grad students. We all won by setting down to totally
enjoy dining as friends in the style of the greatest banquets since the Judge
Dee stories out of the Ming Dynasty.
Sorry about that literary reference, but I also have known since covering the cuisine of Chinatown as a Lo-faun, Inkapay swilling, contributing
photojournalist for San Francisco Magazine, that while American Chinese
do not understand the secret of making your Emperor’s Bones fish dish, or
more importantly of late, a cinematic Sizzling Beef Balls with black bean
sauce, we really do understand the significance of the wisdom of dealing
with the subtleties of a five-spice culture— which has become a mainstay
of the 76 percentile favorite of immigrant cuisune, over Italian, Mexican,
Greek, etc.
So then, perhaps my most meaningful understanding of East/West
connections came about through the foreign listing of a non-43-101 verified American mining claims [www.WesternMiner.com] for sale / lease /
joint (wink,wink) venture contracts totally controlled by British Columbia
Queens Bench securities lawyers supporting a yet-another-mining stock
TSX “pump and dump promotion”, in violation of the principals of “free
trade”, or a “favored nation” ploy of selling US EB-5 green card visas that
really shows that the China gold threat is really a battle between financial
control freaks on both sides of the Pacific.

The Trend in American Resources is Really West to East, Instead
of North to Canada’s TSX Ventures ?
I actually have had the privilege of presenting, former party cadre
bosses of Communistic mining corporations, desperately searching for a
supply side positions in American natural feed stocks as iron ore, among
other minerals as silica, in Nevada, etc.
Case in point was hosting my own one signature owned, industrial
mountain of mineral of Nepheline.com presentation to Board Chairman
Wang, out of Qingdao who actually climbed a slippery rock wall in slick
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bottom shoes to verify the validity of geologists reports.
It was drizzling that day as I drove him and his interpreter up the
mountain that looks down on the new loading facilities of Newport, Oregon, through a third growth rainforest that had helped win World War I
by supplying Sitka Spruce for the high tech fighter planes of the time. The
memorable part of the day was the Canadian-Chinese interpreter with the
same name as a million Chinese, was so impressed by the luxurious third
growth of Dougie Fir trees that he actually got mad.
“How come,” he shouted to be understood over the meshing of a FWD
transfer case, as some almost rude Chinese old-school war lords businessperson carry overs can do, “You no share your trees to build houses?” I
had great pleasure in stopping and shouting back — “See that stump over
there, deep in a sustainable living forest. It is called a stump, as that is what
is left years ago when a tree had been harvested to build houses to shelter
mankind.”
The point of this exchange is that while my material proved to have too
much iron to compete in the world wide glass business. Thank goodness as
a Chinese researcher later identified my iron rich nepheline as a superior
clean-air steel making flux. And, a few years after this East/West encounter the Port of Newport, suddenly approved a rotation of four specially
designed Chinese flag carriers to export Oregon logs to a favored trade
nation.
I am not opposed to helping fellow Pacific Rim country neighbors developing with a US renewable resources, and I have no problem with exporting a shareable portion of a unique 700 million ton reserve of nepheline for rock wool production. What is not very nice is the money people
of the former British Colony of Hong Kong, in a BC & Canadian conspiracy of lawyers dragging Alaska claim holders, bleeding over rocks our own
rocks to the poorhouse.
As said “counceliors” in league with TSX 43-101style pump and dump
promoters, to even suggest that American miners are so incompetent they
need to be replaced — to fill the void— thanks to the opinion of LA lawyers who think it within the law to sell EB-5 “Green Card” visas to Asians
over the Internet.
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I suggest, as a mining lawyer’s son who worked his way through grade
school as a 25¢ per hour office boy that a big Vancouver firm “liar liar” who
Some real life follow-ups are on my “personally experienced” AlaskaMining.com anger of wanting to punch a few Canadian finance professionals in their poofy TSX nose does not reflect a yet another U,S, “fair trade
complaint,” Why? Because good neighbor fellow worker class BC miners
somehow mustered enough clout recently to have hundreds of Chinese
“guest workers” sent home in spite of protests from the British (Columbia)
yacht people from Hong Kong buying a CDN million dollar Canadian citizenship— apparently the sole purpose of multinational banksters control
freak advantages.
Another reason I am sympathetic to West Coast Canadians is that recently according to a CBC newscast that —”Ottawa is contemplating the
possibility of a Canadian bank failure — and the same sort of pitiless prescription that was just imposed in Cyprus.” And according to the Wall
Street Journal — “ the ratio of credit-market debt to disposable income,
from Statistics Canada, reached a record high of almost 165% in the fourth
quarter.
That makes household borrowing look like Mt. Everest–particularly
when compared to the dwindling debt of the retrenching U.S.” About time
you “cheese heads” spring cleaned that household, eh? Which according
to a developing trend their Supreme Court decisions may be actually concerned with what is actually happening to mining investors.

As Hong Kong is closer to Wilderness Alaska, than NYC Fooey
Young Eggspurts, please Let Me Suggest...
Relax over the recent “the Asian red sky is falling” rhetoric. Mute
your TV breaking news at eleven commentator’s opinion concerning the
uninhabited island dispute we are somehow supposed to get involved paying the price for the national defense of Japan? We actually lived through
the drama of the Nixon-Kennedy debate over the Pescadores Islands
conflict. Surely the U.S. can survive the trash talk over another almost to
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small to defend island? Did not General Mac Arthur get fired for unwisely
threatening North Korea, Manchuria, and China with nuclear attacks? His
former aide Major Eisenhower was smart enough to advise “Do not get involved in a ground war in Asia,” So, perhaps it is time to let protected trade
dollar rich Samsung take over the U.S. Taxpayer defense of all of Korea by
designing a smart phone app, just for that — so we can bring home U.S.
troops, in Harms’s Way since 1953. As political pundit Jay Leno recently
stated, their is absolutely no way China is going to let American Wallmarts
be destroyed!
That, however, is not the debate to answer my initial question about a
golden Yuan, further devaluating the Hong Kong Dollar — with a recent
value quoted as $0.16, and an even a even smaller fraction of what used
to be a British currency measured in actual Pounds of Sterling Silver. As I
have never taken a water taxi out to one of those fabulous fresh fish floating restaurants, please call up any “China watcher qualified financial experts” in physical gold, as related anyway to explain away China’s stealthy
ninja miners, to help me understand the big picture of a golden sun setting
through the trees of an American’s Brenton Woods USD forest, where a
“Big Five” China had signed on as part of the system regulate the fairness of an international monetary system exchange. Did not the U.S. Army
ping-pong hero Nathan Bedford Forrest Gump come back from Nixon’s
Trade Mission to a place called Peking with a quote, “Stupid is as stupid
does,” which really was a loose translation of Sun Tzu’s, “The supreme art
of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting?”
In a Forrest Gump style, I would like some Accurate, Publishable Answers on the Historical Wisdom of:
1) Just as Empress Dowager Cixi did not order Chinese Imperial troops
during the Boxer Rebellion to protect the Forbidden City from invasion,
perhaps the SAR for offshore banking British Colony of Hong Kong surviving today, defined further as the Special Administrative Region of the
People’s Republic of China, might have just a little something to do with
the The Hong kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited [HSBC]
being fined $1.9 billion for supporting drug lords and terrorists.
According to a USA Today article “ the British banking giant... used to

to settle a money-laundering probe by federal and state authorities,” for the
stupidly of Hong Kong doing the dirty “China-man” laundering of drug
and terrorist money from other places in this world that have already been
‘mucked up’ by the ‘flaming twits’ in control of the the English Financial
Empire. Isn’t it interesting in an Asian ‘fruits’ of karma accounting that the
HSBC Hong Kong Dollar is selling for 13 ¢ US, at a time they are looking
to futures market funding of “colonial” American retirement plans?
2) Or is that the offshore banking system of the former British Empire
Crown Colony Xianggang, just a salted and pickled a red herring whose
goal was for the Hong Kong Exchanges & Clearing Ltd. to purchase the all
powerful London Metal Exchange for a mere 1.39 billion pounds of paper
backed Sterling Silver? This in part to stand between buyers and sellers to
reduce the risk of London’s to big to fail LME/LIBOR coming gold and
silver ETF defaults.
Surely HSBC well knows regulators have been asking exactly where the
gold bullion bars of “London Prime Bank” schemes (as identified by our
own SEC) of banking futures derivatives, might actually be stored? Did
not HSBC sell assets and liabilities of its branch in Nicosia —capital of yetanother former offshore British Crown Colony— to the Cyprus Popular
Bank Public Company Limited, just in time to keep the Russians from getting really, really mad at them?
3) And as lately their have been reports of “Hong Kong gold” actually
being smuggled past mainland Chinese border guards to end up safely in
the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) which raises the question of what does
this mean about the future of the SAR? Considering that the gold rich Brazil-Russia-India-CHINA-South Africa (BRICS ... as in actual gold bricks?)
nations fighting the insanity of the so called IMF PIGS, are looking at a
mineral rich Australia to join a gold backed system, once they say goodbye
to the world’s “paper reserve currency.” Perhaps patriotic American golden
rule investors should hedge their bets against “casino capitalism” by buying bullion bars they can safely stored back in the ground. As advised by
many of the approved advertising partners I trust who support my wild
ranting which really is only source of online income chatting about “gold.”
Or, go direct as an individual to other individual mining claim hold-

ers, bypassing securities approved stockbrokers, through our www.MiningMagazines.com, or www.WesternMiner.com database of mining properties we list for a $300-500 onetime fee. That is if we validate them for
not waving their arms in Vancouver/Toronto Stock Exchange style 43-101
approved “pump and dump” press releases, or are part of a “dark pool” private investment trading platforms, largely hidden from public view.
Know, however those of us Internet content providers from the supply side of mining simply looking for drilling and development funding, as experienced through a validity of my personally owned www.
SilverMiningClaims,com, and www.NephelineSyenite.com, have totally
been under attack by “dark pool” online spoofs, pishing frauds, spam from
nameless “concerned environmentalists,” and all the other prankster tricks
that just may crash the Internet itself. Because of this if you cannot get
through to Editor@MiningMagazines.com, then try some of the other email addresses sprinkled across this page, or go directly to the lone individual I trust for the truth in mining investment advertising, myself, Barry
Murray / BarryMurray@TheProspector.com / 541-272-0554.
Recent Updates and Validations to my Thoughts by other deep-in-thedark underground “Supply Side Suppliers,” or the for real, physical, “Hard
Money” Bullion Boys who seem to understand that the safest way to store
the values of Gold and Silver, that doesn’t pay leveraged interest, is to lock
it right back up in an underground vault, and hold on to the key!
It is not paranoia to report to my readers that the publishing of this
First Amendment Protected Editorial Opinion has been totally attacked
by HFT “paper mining finance experts” who perhaps are worried about
paying income and CTT or STT taxes on insanely brief, churned stock
transactions that have absolutely no benefit to American mining, and the
recovery of the USA economy totally trashed by the ineradicably out of
touch with Reality Economics “Bubble Heads.” To keep those on the side
of fiscal sanity from also being slandered, I am just going to steal some of
their copyright protected opinions without attribution here in the hope investors will do their own homework through an online keyword Boolean
search for something as, “Chinese women aren’t taking Buffett’s advice on
gold.” Might I suggest that:

1) “This might strike a conservative investor as reckless. But in China,
where gold has long been a national obsession, a mid-April record crash in
global gold prices has been seen as an unprecedented buying opportunity.
According to reports in China, Chinese [house wives] have purchased 300
tons of gold worth more than $16 billion since the crash.”
2) “China Opens New Front in Currency War as Yuan Speculation
Distorts Export Data. China’s central bank signaled on Wednesday it was
prepared to change its monetary strategy to fend off inflows of speculative capital, as Beijing struggles to control a tide of cash washing in from
overseas markets.”
3) “Hong Kong gold retailers overwhelmed by mainland shoppers.
Hong Kong retailers report they were swamped over the three-day May
Day holiday by tens of thousands of mainlanders in search of one thing:
cheap gold.”
4) “The jump in Chinese physical demand also prompted some banks
to ship in more supplies from London and Swiss vaults, traders said.”
5) “Chinese gold imports are likely to swell further after more than
doubling to an all time high in March as retail consumers pounced when
prices plunged to a two-year low last month. China is the world’s second
largest buyer after India, and in both countries the steep fall in international gold prices in April unleashed years of pent up demand for coins,
bars and jewelry
That will help bolster prices for the metal, which has been abandoned
by funds in other parts of the world in the wake of its historic fall.”
6) “Gold production by U.S. mines was down 8% in February from
18,300 kilograms (588,358 troy ounces) in February 2012 to 16,900 kilograms (543,347 oz’s) this year, the U.S. Geological Survey reported in its
Mineral Industry Survey.
This comes on the heels of a 10% drop in January of this year from
19,800 kilograms (636,584 oz’s) in January 2012 to 17,900 kilograms
(575,498 oz’s).”
7) “Gold-exploration has been particularly weak, with activity reported
from just 172 prospects in March, compared with 199 in February, 350 in
January and 382 in March 2012. Last month’s gold activity is still better,

however, than the nadir of 157 prospects reported in December,” the group
writes. While the number of [US] drills turning at gold prospects fell in absolute terms during the quarter, the search for the yellow metal continues
to dominate the overall figures. During the quarter 651 gold projects reported drilling activity, IntierraRMG says, as compared to only 192 copper
projects, 154 silver projects, 63 zinc projects and 42 lead projects.”
8) “The biggest slump in gold prices in more than three decades on
April 15 spurred banks, traders and jewelers to import more than 100 tons
last month, said Rajesh Khosla, managing director of MMTC-PAMP India
Pvt. Purchases this month will match April’s imports, he said. MMTCPAMP’s refinery in northern Indian state of Haryana can process 100 tons
of gold, 600 tons of silver and make 2.5 million pieces of coins a year, he
said.”
9) “Gold-hungry China braces for surge in imports. Chinese gold imports are likely to swell further after rising strongly for a second straight
month in March, as investors seek safety from economic uncertainty and
after prices plunged to a two-year low last month. Physical demand picked
up significantly over the last couple of weeks. Consumers and industrial
users tend to see price drops as buying opportunities,” Zhang Bingnan,
secretary-general of the China Gold Association, told Reuters.”
10) “China produces 90 tonnes, consumes 320 tonnes in Q1-2013.
World’s largest gold producer and second largest consumer China’s total
gold usage reached 320.54 metric tonnes in the first quarter, China Gold
Association said.”
11) “But for the gold believer the migration of gold from West to East is
a concern. It is believed that China wants the yuan to have at least a role in
the next global reserve currency in a recognition of the trade advantages
that have accrued to the U.S. over the years through the dollar being the
reserve currency for much of the past century. It is thought that it feels that
domination of the gold market may be the key here, and the way things
are going at the moment China could well be on the way to achieving this.”
12) “Chinese gold imports are likely to swell further after more than
doubling to an all time high in March as retail consumers pounced when
prices plunged to a two-year low last month. China is the world’s second

largest buyer after India, and in both countries the steep fall in international gold prices in April unleashed years of pent up demand for coins,
bars and jewelery
That will help bolster prices for the metal, which has been abandoned
by funds in other parts of the world in the wake of its historic fall.”
13) “Amman: Robert Mundell, an economist and a 1999 Nobel Prize
winner, and current professor at Columbia University and advisor to the
Chinese government, has called for a new global currency, saying that the
dollar era had “gone with the wind”. He calls for a new international “cocktail or basket of major world currencies”.
14) “The [North American] gold mining industry, for the most part, is
dumber than the rocks it digs out of the ground. Too dumb to defend itself, purporting to be represented by the World Gold Council, which exists
only to make sure that there never is a real world gold council.”
15) And so sorry that I cannot keep up with all the news out of Hong
Kong by stealing others written comments. Perhaps I should give back to
our small community by sending you right along to a newsletter writer
braver than I for allowing HSBC banner advertising.
16) Another update: “This is a manipulation of the paper market, not of
the physical market. Gold is still being looted from the ETF’s such as GLD,
and physical gold continues to hemorrhage from Western central bank
vaults to Eastern vaults. If they are selling in places like the U.S., you can
be sure they are buying in places like Shanghai. That’s where your physical
gold is going to end up if you are selling today, is China. “
17) “After mulling over the situation for days, I have finally decided
that, in deference to my subscribers, the best position for me is to have no
position in the market. As soon as you buy stocks, the normal sentiment is
to want the market to go up. I don’t want to be in the position of wanting
the market to go up or down. I want to be emotionally neutral and basically realistic. Therefore, the only position I will own will be gold. I have
not added or subtracted gold from my position in a long time, nor will I. I
treat gold like my home. It’s a tangible asset, and I don’t trade it. - Richard
Russell...17 June 2013.”

18) OK. I give up.This is my last “foolish” comment on “China Gold.” I
am and old magazine man that knows what I learned at LIFE, and a Editor and Publisher of a gloss print ECONOMICS CURRENTS Magazine
hat is was the READER that truly owns a editorial publication... as this...
that should not be considered a SEC approved yet-another-pennyshopperadvertising-website. My www.MiningMagazines.com opinions, including
this page, seems to have touched a nerve concerning the message I have for
American mining investors interested in physical gold and silver, instead
of paper.
With the publication of this particular article I have been plagued with
spam and spoof sites that apparently don’t agree with what my supposedly
supportive third party advertisers are selling. That is with the exception of
American mining equipment suppliers, and American coin and bullion
dealers.
The spammers may have shown a stupidity by going a bit too far, running what used to be a “sideline” revenue in keyword advertising on this
site, down to $0.01 a day. Might I humbly suggest to certain third-party
placed keyword banner advertisers, pretending to support the American mining point of view over that of Hong Kong / Kanada Korporations
[KKK], that I waste a lot of time blocking, might have better luck fishing
for suckers in a more global investment “Internet Branded” marketplace.
Perhaps this spam E-mail from “Larry,” I just received at the long established www.MiningMagazines.com (American), passed along intact here
with his address, might work better for them getting their own words published about mining opportunities. As global mining investments are so
much more important than American ventures, we wish the following “the
best of British luck” in their readership:
Dear Manager,
(If you are not the person who is in charge of this, please forward this
to your CEO,Thanks)
We are the organization of trademark intellectual property protection
in China. Here we have something to confirm with you. We received a
formal application on 23/06/2013. A company named “TianHui Import &
Export Co. Ltd” was applying to register miningmagazines as its Internet

Brand and the following domain names:
miningmagazines.asia
miningmagazines.cn
miningmagazines.com.cn
miningmagazines.com.tw
miningmagazines.hk
miningmagazines.net.cn
miningmagazines.org.cn
miningmagazines.tw
After our initial checking, we found the names were similar to your
company’s, so we need to check with you whether “TianHui Import & Export Co. Ltd” has any relationship with you and whether the registration
of the listed domains by “TianHui Import & Export Co. Ltd” would bring
any impact on you. If no impact on you, we will go on with the registration
at once. If you have no relationship with that company and the registration
would bring some impact on you, please inform us within 10 workdays.
Out of the time prescribed we will unconditionally finish the registration
for “TianHui Import & Export Co. Ltd”
Please contact us in time in order that we can handle this issue better.
Best Regards,
Larry Chang
Auditing Department.
Registration Department Manager4/F,No.9 XingHui West Street,
JinNiu ChenDu, China
Office: +86 87662861
Fax: +86 2887783286Web: http://www.cn-network.com
Please consider the environment before you print this e-mail.
(PS... My long established www.SilverMiningClaims.com URL is also
under attack by this same “no impact” URL dealer)
19) Yes I know I said that I couldn’t allow my blood pressure to spike,
as a simple “fortress” American miner worrying about exporting our gold
and silver (the really critical precious metal) to a people that actually only

want to survive. Consider, then in an explanation for the people who invest
in mining, to what really is happening with dangerous gold exploitation/
manipulation World wide, these latest words from the New York Times,
via Ed Steers:
“Text message solicitations began arriving on the mobile phones of
many of China’s wealthy last month, promising access to lucrative wealth
management products with yields far above the government’s benchmark
savings rate.
The offers are not coming from fly-by-night operators but some of China’s biggest banks. They are raising huge pools of cash to finance a relatively new and highly profitable sideline business: lending outside the scrutiny
of bank regulators.
The complex way they go about making off-the-balance-sheet loans is
at the heart of China’s $6 trillion shadow banking industry, which the government is now trying to tame. Efforts to rein in the dodgy lending practices rattled stock markets worldwide in late June.”
20) And this from Mineweb, a source known for their uncrompising
independence, on China’s Gold Imports...” If the demand continues at this
kind of level, with stocks of physical gold continually moving from vulnerable western hands ...there will be a very apparent shortage of physical
metal in the West. Increasingly gold trading will move from exchanges like
COMEX to Shanghai and Hong Kong. COMEX may become an effective
irrelevance in the gold market dealing only in ‘paper’ gold (which it effectively is already) and the physical gold price momentum will move to the
east... then it will be a wholly different ball game!”
21)
Sorry... I keep wanting to ad quotes from Kingworldnews.com, via Ed
Steers “physical” metals Reader’s Digest style newsletter:
“Today one of the savviest and well connected hedge fund managers
in the world shocked King World News by taking us once again on a trip
down the rabbit hole that was nothing short of breathtaking. Outspoken
Hong Kong hedge fund manager William Kaye spoke with KWN about
the missing Fed and German gold, where it has gone, and how much gold
the People’s Bank Of China (PBOC) really owns. This interview is going to

stun readers around the world. Kaye, who 25 years ago worked for Goldman Sachs in mergers and acquisitions, had this to say in part I of his remarkable interview.
Kaye: “Global hegemony (leadership or dominance) is changing in
a way that most people don’t fully comprehend. This area of the world,
the Asia-Pacific, China in particular, is positioning itself to be the leading
global power as we look out over the next five to ten years.
My sources tell me that contrary to the public numbers that are available, China has anywhere between 4,000 to possibly 8,000 tons of (physical) gold.... “
22) And speaking of Ed Steers, after all the hassle “supply side” www.
MiningMagazines.com has experienced via an undefined “Internet War”
have experienced, I really have to admire the brave bullion bullish statements of Mr. Steers for this:
“Shanghai Sees Global Status Via New Free-Trade Zone
Shanghai officials are banking on its role as the mainland’s first freetrade zone to put the city among the world’s top financial centres.
Under the plan, endorsed by the State Council on Wednesday, Shanghai
is expected to allow companies to freely convert foreign exchange within
specified areas of the city while allowing free capital and commodity inflow for the entire city.
Shanghai officials are banking on its role as the mainland’s first freetrade zone to put the city among the world’s top financial centres.
Under the plan, endorsed by the State Council on Wednesday, Shanghai
is expected to allow companies to freely convert foreign exchange within
specified areas of the city while allowing free capital and commodity inflow for the entire city.
Shanghai’s ambitions to become the nation’s economic engine, leapfrogging Hong Kong as the dominant financial hub in the region are an
open secret. The long-awaited policy incentive granted by the cabinet will
only add heft to the city’s attempts to attract global capital and talent.”
23) And I have to add to this commentary, that of Monday Morning
guest writer Frank Holmes’s piece The Asian Giant Stampeding into Gold,

which has a chart that even unsophiscitated investors can figure out the
truth of the matter, if they think about the facts.
24) And I also have to defend myself here from acquiring a reputation
lower than a Vancouver, British Columbia Press Release fabricator by also
worrying about what is happening to gold mining, tied to silver, and base
metals (how exactly does one float a lead baloon?) as is being reported by
Reuters of London:
“Shanghai Gold, Silver Volumes Hit Records in After-Hours Trade
Trading volumes for gold and silver on the Shanghai Futures Exchange
[ShFE] have jumped to record highs a week after the bourse launched afterhours trading, driven by a surge in investment and hedging demand. The
ShFE, China’s biggest commodity exchange by contract value, launched
night trading on July 5 to give investors a tool to manage risk during trading hours in London and New York.The extended hours could give China
a better hold in the global gold market and offer a taste of what lies ahead
for contracts such as base metals, if the exchange sticks to plans to extend
trading hours for other products.”
So there it is Dear Readers. but frankly, if you looking for inside investment tips in mining speculation, those of us on the physical supply side
of mining really don’t really give a damn what the phantom paper side
[HFT] ETF “mining sector expert” freaks do. for in the long run the true
market price of physical gold and silver was really established by free trade
laissez-faire, over 5,000 years ago. For more information on what is happening to American mining click here [“I’m mad as hell and I ain’t taking
it anymore!”]
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